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A lot of agents which influence the DNA-repair show co-carcino-

genic effects. It is well-known that cancerogenic noxes damage

the DNA, causing somatic mutations and thereby may lead to malign

degenerations. By means of an excision-repair system, i.e. an

enzyme system in the cell, the damages to the DNA can be repaired,

whereby the mutation frequency is reduced and the possibility

of malign transformation is considerably lowered.

Substances, such as virus, mycoplasma and also chemical compounds

(pharmaceutics, cosmetics, pesticides, food additives etc.)

influence the excision-repair system so that the danger of malign

degeneration is highly increased. Besides, UV, ionizing radiation,

heavy metals (Cd, Hg) and fluoride show similar effects.

Therefore it is not surprising that investigations in connection

with DNA-repair processes continue to play an important role.
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1. Detergents

It is very important to draw attention to secondary biological

effects caused by the use of detergents spread all over the

world. Some of them, like Tween 80, Span 80 and Arlacel A,

have been suggested to inhibit DNA-repair. Thus, inhibited or

defect DNA-repair systems seem to have significant roles in

cancerogenesis. Substances which inhibit DNA-repair are defined

to be co-carcinogenic.

- L

Methods already known to test DNA-repair inhibition seemed

rather unsatisfying; therefore we tried to examine the act of

three detergents as Tween 80, Nonidel P40 and Cremophor, by

means of different methods. On one hand the inhibition of semi-

conservative DNA-replication and unscheduled DNA-synthesis by

these compounds was investigated in mouse spleen cells. The

investigations were made by following the kinetics of the in-

corporation of H-thymidine into the DNA as well as autographic

studies. At various concentrations different inhibition patterns

were found. The strongest inhibitor for DNA-synthesis and DNA-

repair was NP40 (Ref. SGAE 2107 and our publication in Environ.

Physiol.Biochem. 5, (1975) 84).

On the other hand Escherichia coli B/rT~ was used to study the

effect of Tween 80 (2 hour incubation in 0,002 per cent solution)

on the total DNA-repair process after exposure to K-rays. The

mutant E.coli B/rT was able to repair DNA damages after

2,3 krad ( Co) within 25 minutes in such a way, that this

DNA showed nó difference in its gradientultracentrifugation

pattern as compared with the control DNA? DNA damages after

20 kraâ were repaired only to about 80 per cent as compared

to the control sample. It was found that even at this low

concentration Tween 80 reduces the velocity as well as the total

amount of DNA-repair.

After irradiation with 30 krad Co and a repair period of

25 minutes (37 C, in darkness) radiation damaged DNA in phos-



phate buffer (M9) was repaired to only 50 per cent in samples

preincubated with 0,002 per cent Tween 80, as compared to

irradiated control samples without Tween 80 (Ref. SGAE 2246

and our publication "DNA-repair and late effects", Ed.: H.

Altmann, Rötzer-Druck Eisenstadt, 1974, p. 191).

2. Natural products

Aflatoxin B-, the most toxic of the aflatoxins, which are as

metabolites of mold also present in human food, is a potent

carcinogen in rats, trout and other animals including birds,

fish and even primates. It also shows strong mutagenic acti-

vitiy. It is easy to suppose that man is sensitive to aflatoxins

too.

L

The purpose of this investigation was the examination if there

exists any influence of í>flatoxin B- on the DNA-repair pro-

cess too, similar as it could be found by Gaudin er al., Meyers

or Puks and Smith for substances showing cocarcinogenic acti-

vity. It was studied with cells of E.coli, because the repair

process of damages, in the genetic material was explored very

well already with this microorganism. The thymidine requiring

mutant E.coli B/rT~ was incubated for 160 minutes with afla-

toxin B1 in the concentration range between 0,001 and 1,0/Ug/m.]..

After gamma irradiation (30 krad Co) DNA-repair was observed'

during 20-60 minutes at 37°C. DNA was separated by means of a •

modified kind of gradient ultracentrifugation (the alkaline

sucrose gradient contained acrylamide). By this modification

better results could be obtained even with little differences

in the sedimentation profile. After several repair times DNA

of cells treated with 0,1-1,0 ,ug/ml aflatoxin showed no shift

in its sedimentation profile as compared with the irradiated

sample. This substance caused an increase in radioresistance

of E.coli B/rT which may b~â  due to a protection effect on DNA.

This assumption is also supported by irradiation survival curves

(Ref. SGAE 2363 and our publication studia biophysica 5J3 (1975)

151).
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Recently, several teams of scienti&s investigated the photo-

reactions of furocumarines with nucleic acids. They could

show that some adaptedly constellated furocumarines could

intercalate in complementary DNA-strands. After irradiation

with UV (365 nm) the 3,4- or 4,5-double bonds of the furo-

cumarines could interact with the 5,6-double bond of the

pyrimidine bases to form a covalent C4-cycloaddition.

Three structurally different furocumarines were tested on

their ability to inhibit semiconservative DNA-synthesis and

DNA-repair in mouse spleen cells. After UV-irradiation (254 nm),

Xanthotoxin (8-methoxypsoralen) and Pimpinellin (5,6-dimethoxy-

angelicin), in the presence of hydroxyurea, cause an increase

in the H-thymidine incorporation into DNA, whereas with

Ostruthol, a psoralen derivative with a long aliphatic side

chain in the 5 position, the repair incorporation is slightly

decreased. Following Y-irradiation all three substances inhibit

DNA-repair, with Ostruthol producing the strongest effect.

Semiconservative DNA-synthesis is also inhibited to varying

degrees by the three compounds (Ref. SGAE 2247 and our publi-

cation "DNA-repair and late effects", Ed.: H. Altmann. Rötzer-

Druck Eisenstadt, 1974, p. 155).

3. Drugs

The inhibition of DNA-repair is very often connected with

"late effects". Correlations could be found between decreased

DNA-repair, chromosome aberrations and cancer. Drugs used in

long term treatment should therefore be tested in respect to

their action on semiconservative DNA-synthesis and DNA-repair.

Semiconservative DNA-synthesis was investigated in vitro in

mouse spleen cells after incubation with indometacin and in

human lymphocytes in vivo. Preincubation with 5 ,ug/ml indometacin

in vitro corresponding to the blood level of patients under

indometacintherapy shows no effect on the DNA-synthesis.

10 -ug/ml produces an 50% inhibition effect. After treatment

of patients with Indometacin in lymphocytes about 20% inhi-

bition could be found.
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DNA-repair was studied after damaging cells with UV- or

K-rays. Only a slight effect was seen after 5/ug/ml treat-

ment in vitro. 10 ,ug/ml produces about 20% inhibition. In

the blood lymphocytes obtained from patients after indo-

metacintherapy no significant effect on DNA-repair could

be found. Gradient centrifugation studies in alkaline sucrose

show no changes in the sedimentation profile between control

and 30 min DNA-repairtime after preincubation with 5yug/ml

indometacin and damage of cells with 30 krad <-°~V " r ay s*

The conclusion can be drawn, that indometacin in therapeutical

doses has no remarkable effect on DNA excision repair (Ref.

SGAE 2261).

"In vitro" experiments testing endoxane and hydrazire sulfate

after metabolisation in liver homogenates were performed;

the concerning report is supposed to have been sent directly

to you by Mrs. Brena-Valle (Mexico).

Cyclophosphamide, vincristine, Vinblastine and procarbacine

are widely used in cancer therapy. The cytostatic effect of

these substances depends on different mechanisms according

to their chemical structure. Recently however, procarbacine

showed strong carcinogenic action in mice and rats. Besides

secondary effects for cyclophosphamide and some concomitant

symptoms for vincristine and vinblastine could be discovered

too. Therefore we had to examine this problem closely, i.e.

to prove the carcinogenic- or co-carcinogenic- and late

effects of these mentioned cytostatic drugs.

The action of cyclophosphamide, vincristine, vinblastine and

procarbacine on the enzymes of the excision repair and on the

semiconservative DNA-synthesis was investigated in normal and

cancer cells as well. To get a view of whole repair enzyme-

complexes the uptake of H-thymidine into DNA after UV- and

Gamma-irradiation was measured, as well as carrying out sedi-

mentation profiles in alkaline sucrose. The drugs were also

tested after being metabolised. The 4 drugs had no influence

in an in vitro system on DNA-repair using spleen cells. Vin-
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blastine and procarbacine showed an inhibitory effect on

semiconservative DNA-synthesis.

Using yoshida-ascites cells for the investigations we found

an inhibition of the exonuclease-polymerase system by cyclo-

phosphamide and procarbacine and a suppression of ligase

reaction by vinblastine and vincristine. Various degrees of

inhibition of DNA-synthesis in yoshida-ascites cells can be

seen after use of the 4 cytostatic drugs (Ref. SGAE 2229 and

our publication in "Drug Research" (Arzneimittelforschung) 22.

(1975) 1623.

L

4. Fluorides

Since a couple of years sodiumfluoride has been used as a

prophylactic for caries and even as agents for osteoporosis.

Indeed there was doubt about universal use of fluorides,

because the chemical reactivity of fluorid-ions is physiologically

much more effective than other inorganic anions. Enzymatic

processes, for instance, are even influenced at very low con-

centrations; 0,05 M fluoride already inhibits the DNA-poly-

merase for about 90%. Besides mutagenic effects and reduced

fertility could be shown. Therefore the influence of sodium-

fluoride had to be investigated.

1. The influence of fluorid-ions on semiconservative DNA-

synthesis, DNA-repair and connected reactions was studied

"in vitro" in mouse spleen cells. Even fluoride concen-

trations as small as 0,4,ug/ml show a distinct effect on

excision -repair and partly on the phosphorylation of DNA-

precur'sors. An amount of 1,0,ug/ml causes a significant

suppression of DNA-, RNA- and Proteinbiosynthesis and

alterations of the monokinase step of nucleotide phos-

phorylation (Ref. SGE 2325 and our publication in Z.f.

Naturforschung (in press)).

2. The influence of NaF on the biosynthesis of nucleic acids

and proteins was studied "in vivo" with "Swiss mice". Using
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a fluoride concentration of 0,4,ug/g no effect on DNA-

repair appeared within 12 weeks, while DNA-, RNA- and

proteinsynthesis were suppressed after 10 weeks. Fluoride

in a concentration of 3,5/Ug/g gives a nearly complete in-

hibition of DNA-repair after 10 weeks, while DNA-, RNA-

and proteinsynthesis were suppressed to various degrees from

week 2 until week 12. The phosphorylation of DNA- and RNA-

precursors indicated results comparable to both synthesis,

but investigating the particular kinase-steps of the phos-

phorylation, no specific effect on one of them can be

localized significantly.

As for man such effrets could not be shown yet. However,

one need not be astonished, because similar experiments,

i.e. equivalent concentrations of sodiumfluoride, performed

on man would probably lead to similar results not before

aboik 10-20 years (Ref. SGAE 2355, Z.f.Naturforschung (in press)

5. Irradiated food constituents

Radiation sterilized doses of 2,5 to 5 Mrad have proved for

the past 10 years to be a suitable method for the treatment

of a variety of laboratory animal diets intended for specifier?

pathogen free (SPF) and germ free animal populations.

Currently, most of the experience gained in the use of

irradiated laboratory diets is based on observations made .on

growth, weight and reproduction of animals fed with these diets,

as well as the possible toxicity and nutritional value of the

food itself.

To extend the already acquired knowledge for wider appli-

cation with respect to the preservation of food for human

consumption, data concerning other effects such as mutagenic

activity are needed. However, present data in this field are

insufficient and some of the results reported are contradictory.
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Among the diverse methods of screening for mutagenic and

carcinogenic substances, the host mediated assay has been

proved to be a useful tool. In this technique, bacteria,

fungi or mammalian cell cultures are implanted in the peri-

toneal cavity of treated mammals. The tested substance is then

administered by a different route to be metabolized by the

enzymatic systems of the host. After a period of incubation,

that allows the indicator to become in contact with the drug

or its metabolites, the injected organisms are removed from

the peritoneum and the mutation frequency determined.

1. This method was: selected to test the possible mutagenic

effects of radiation sterilized food.

Groups of swiss albino mice (SPF) fed with normal and gamma

irradiated food at doses of 0.75, 1.5 and 3.0 Mrad, were in-

jected intraperitoneally with Salmonella typhimurium TA 1530

for the host mediated assay test of mutagenesis. The mutation

frequency was calculated in terms of the number of mutant

colonies per unit number of surviving cells. The results

indicate that there is a significant increase in mutation

frequency induced by the 3 Mrad sterilized food. No difference

was observed in the 0.75 Mrad dose when compared with the

control (Ref. SGAE 2 359 and our publication in studia bio-

physica 5_0 (1975) 137.

2. By irradiation of aqueous solutions of glucose a series of

radiolysis compounds, e.g. ^2°2'
 hyäroxY"alIiy:i-PeroxVäes

and especially dialdehydes are formed which may be strongly

bound to DNA-molecules. 1% glucose solutions, Jp-irradiated

with 50 krad, are already cytotoxic; besides mutagenic effects.,

on human lymphocytes have been discovered. On the other

hand there is much suppression of formed dialkylperoxydes,

if glucose solutions are irradiated in.a stream of nitrogen

at pH7; however, the use of cations (e.g. Zn ) signifi-

cantly increases their concentration.

! I

The host mediated assay was used to investigate the mutageni-

city of irradiated glucose solutions in absence and in the

presence of Zn-inns.
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The host for the Salmonella typhimurium TA 1530, were

Swiss Albino mice. The results indicate that neither

irradiated glucose solutions, nor the presence of Zn-ions

during irradiation have a significant mutagenic activity

(Ref. SGAE 2457 and our publication in Agricultura (in press)

LT

3. Radiolysis of sugar produces desfoxysugars, low molecular

weight carbonyls such as malondialdehvde, formaldehyde,

glyoxal, organic peroxides and <* , [\> -unsaturated carbonyl

sugars. These products of sugar radiolysis are found to be

toxic. The bifunctional aldehydes, glyoxal and malondialde-

hyde interact with DNA "in vitro" and "in vivo" and cause

a blocking of DNA-replication and protein-synthesis in

human fibroblasts. Chromosomal breaks in human lymphocytes

are produced "in vitro" by irradiated sucrose.

Based on the discussed correlation between chromosmal aber-

rations and inhibited DNA-repair we performed gradient

centrifugations in alkaline sucrose to measure the effect

of compounds derived from radiolysis of glucose in regard

to DNA-repair. Mouse spleen cells were treated with glucose-

solutions, irradiated with gamma-rays up to 2 Mrad, and the

rejoining of DNA-single strand-breaks, caused by gamma-rays,

was measured after 30 minutes at 37°C (Ref. SGAE 2340 and

our publication in studia biophysica .50 (1975) 143).

! I

6. Food additives

Saccharin was investigated in respect to DNA-synthesis and

DNA-repair in spleen cells. This compound was shown to be a

relative strong inhibitor for DNA-synthesis as well as for

DNA-repair. There was influence on the action of exonuclease

and polymerase, but none on endonuclease. Besides, only an

uncomplete repair of the single strand breaks could be found.

Further work was done with several synthetical food dye-stuffs-

using different Salmonella typhimurium strains. These "in

vit-ro" experiments did not show any mutagenic effects (Ref.

TA Report 10 40).
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7. Metalions

Heavy metal ions constituent a major type of environmental

contaminant. They are for the most part toxic and much work

is being done to establish toxicity values for them. Cadmium

for example has been shown to be toxic toward many fish and

fresh water organisms and of course is toxic toward mammals

as evidenced by the so called Itai-Itai symptoms recorded in

Japan. Cadmium like mercury is a substance that is stored in

the body. It becomes apparent, therefore, that one must in-

vestigate not only the toxic limits for cadmium but also the

effects of exposure to subtoxic amounts; besides one possible

effect, this of inhibition of DNA-repair has to be investi-

gated.

1. In conclusion we have found that the presence of Cd -ion

can have a marked effect upon both single strand DNA-repair

and incorporation of thymidine by DNA. The effect is con-

centration dependant with 10 M cadmium having little or
— 4

no effect and 10 M cadmium having severe effects.

The mechanism of the effect is not clearly understood how-

ever it seems possible that it is related to some type of

energy barrier toward energy transfer during phosphorylation

or perhaps Cd+ -ion is capable of blocking the bonding of

the DNA-molecule (Ref. SGAE 2210 and our publication in

"DNA-repair and late effects", Ed. H. Altmann, Rötzer-

Druck, Eisenstadt, 1974, p. 141).

2. The influence of mercury-ions on the semiconservative DNA-

synthesis was investigated in two unicellular algae,

Chlorella fusca and Chlamydomonas reinhardi. The semi-

conservative DNA-synthesis in Chlorella as well as in

Chlamydomonas was inhibited by mercury-ions. The minor

incorporation of nucleotides outside the DNA-synthesis-

phase, not suppressed by hydroxyurea, was decreased as

well. Furthermore the influence of mercury-ions on the

DNA-repair was examined. The repair capacity was also
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dependent on the mercury-ions concentration (Ref. SGAE

2483 and our publication in Planta (in press)).

8. Pesticides

Much prosperity enjoyed today is due to the modern technology,

but as a consequence many chemical agents have entered our

environment. Generally these agents have some biological

effects and the human population is exposed directly or in-

directly to these influence.

Herbicides are only a part of m -y new chemical compounds

that have contaminated our enviionment, but they are of

particular concern because they are used so widely and in

such enormous'amounts. Furthermore they are very potent bio-

logically; if they were not, they would not be effective

herbicides. The mechanism by which most herbicides kill are

more or less related to the genetic mechanism. Therefore it I

seems to be useful to determine the effect of the herbicides

on the DNA-repair system. It is well known that inhibition of

this system increases the mutation rate. The 2,4,5-Trichloro-

phenokyaethanol (2,4,5-TE) which was used in our experiments

is a newly synthesized substance in the chlorophenoxy

herbicide group. Some substances from this group are known

to cause aiutagenic effects namoly 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic

acid and 2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid caused chromosome

aberrations in plant cells. Such investigations for 2,4,5-TE

were not carried out up till now and the mutagenic effects

of the chlorophenoxyherbicides group on the mammalian cells

were not investigated as well.

.»•'

In our experiments the effect of 2,4,5-trichlorcphenoxyethanol-

(2,4,5-TE) was studied on the excision-repair system in mouse

spleen cells. The incorporation rate of labelled thymidine in

the DNA of the cells treated with 10~ M 2,4,5-TE was lower

in both cases after irradiation with UV-ligth cr gamma-rays.
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Exam.ing the sedimentation of DNA in alkaline sucrose-gradient

after gamma-irradiation we found that 5x10~ M 2,4,5-TE

inhibited the rejoining of DNA single strand breaks (Ref. SGAE

2211 and our publication "DNA-repair and late effects", Ed.

H. Altmann, Rötzer-Druck, Eisenstadt,1974, p. 166).

9. Influence of infective agents on DNA-repair in animals cells

Not only chemical substances can inhibit excision repair, also

enzymes of infective agents can interfere in the DNA-iepair

process. In the last few years it has been assumed that myco-

plasmas may play a role in causing human rheumatoid arthritis.

Several authors have discussed the role of this microorganism

but it has not been possible either to prove or to refute it

clearly up till now. The role of the mycoplasmas in the human

rheumatoid arthritis is questionable but it is known that after

an infection by these microorganisms a rheumatoid like arthri-

tis occurs in different animals. The way in which the myco-

plasmas produce this type of arthritis ia unknown.

1. To obtain informations if there are parallels between in-

fectious arthritis in the rat and the rheumatoid arthritis

complex in man, an experimental mycoplasma arthritis model

in the rat was investigated. Mycoplasmas are capable of

releasing enzymes extracellularly of which endonucleases

may be of special importance. A change in the relative

number and in the composition of the lymphocyte population

was shown during the course of infection. In addition we

found in isolated peripheral lymphocytes after density

gradient centrifugation smaller fragments of cellular DNA

by infected rats than in controls. The interference of these

incisions with repair mechanisms of the DNA is discussed. •

(Ref. SGAE 2209 and our publication in "DNA-repair and late

effects". Ed. H. Altamnn, Rötzer-Druck, Eisenstadt 1975,

p. 119).

2. Some mycoplasma strains were found to contain deoxyribonuclease

(DN-ase) and in some cases DN-P.SO was found to be present
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in the culture medium of the mycoplaoms. A part of the

different histological changes caused by the infection of

mycoplasrnas in tissue culture or in animals may be ex-

plained as a DN-ase effect. Moreover mycoplasma infection

caused an increase in the DN-ase activity in tissue culture.

The change of DN-ase activity in the mycoplasma induced

rheumatoid like arthritis or human rheumatoid arthritis

has not yet been studied. Therefore v/e have studied the

DN-ase activity in the mycoplasma induced arthritis and

compared to adjuvant arthritis, and control rats. The endo-

deoxyribonuclease and exodeoxyribonuclas.e activities were

measured in the spleen cytoplasma fraction and serum of

rats with mycoplasma induced arthritis and adjuvant

arthritis. A higher exonuclease activity was found in the

spleen cytoplasma of adjuvants arthritis rats. During the

regression of mycoplasma arthritis an increased activity

of exonuclease was detected in the serum, but in the acute

stage of inflammation the exonuclease activity was similar

to the control values. A higher endonuclease activity was

found in the spleen cytoplasma fracfion of rats with myco-

plasma arthritis. The possible origin of the endonuclease

and its role in arthritis is discussed. (Ref.SGAE-2276 and

our publication z.f. Rheumatologie 34 (1975) 49).

I I
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